Measurement of facilitated calcium diffusion by a soluble calcium-binding protein.
The flux of calcium through an aqueous compartment was determined in a flow-dialysis cell in which two dialysis membranes separated the middle aqueous compartment from two outer compartments. The contribution of convection to the total calcium flux was large but could be removed by addition of 1% agar. The flux of calcium through the gelled aqueous compartment agreed with theoretical expectations. The self-diffusion coefficient for calcium from these results was calculated to be 0.81 X 10(-5) cm2 X s-1. Carp parvalbumin significantly enhanced the calcium flux at 2.3 X 10(-6)M free calcium. The calcium flux increased linearly with parvalbumin concentration. These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the overall unidirectional calcium flux J is the sum of free calcium diffusion and protein-calcium diffusion: J = D[Ca] + D'[CaPr]. The value of D', the self-diffusion coefficient for parvalbumin, was calculated from the flux data to be 13.7 X 10(-7) cm2 X s-1.